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been of the other sex he would only very recently have been
emancipated politically out of the zone of Flapperdom.'
The only test he was prepared to apply to the Bill to give
young women the vote was whether this newly enfranchised
section of the community would in fact supply its quota of
those interested in the government of the country. No one
could pretend it would not. t The trouble is,* he added, in
what was for him at this time a somewhat unusual excursion
into political theory, * that we are sometimes misled by the
word ** democracy ". We have not got democratic govern-
ment in this country to-day. We never had it, and I venture
to suggest to hon. members opposite that we shall never have
it. What we have done in all the progress of reform and
evolution of politics is to broaden the basis of our oligarchy.*
Logic was for the Bill, and there being no reason against
it terminological inexactitudes were invented like the
word * flapper', which was to Eden ' a very clever piece of
journalese, but rather of the penny variety '. It was not
enough to-day that there was no agitation for the Bill, for
very rarely in this country has there been agitation for the
extension of the franchise. The two great exceptions were
the Reform Bill and the Suffragettes, though he felt it would
be true to assert that the latter did not represent the feeling
of the great majority of the women of this country. But
otherwise—and Eden was making a very sound historical
distinction here—' political agitation in this country, frequent
as it has been, has not been for more popular government but
for better government.' As we go back the British instinct
has been not for more popular government * but to arouse the
existing executive to some action or to the redress of some
grievance. Neither Gladstone's nor Beaconsfield's reforms
were the outcome of violent popular or political agitation.
For his part the existence or non-existence of such a demand
was immaterial. The question of the state of parties did not
arise; he would be sorry for the future of his party if it did.
On the other hand, Eden declared, * I believe that if this

